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Jessica Ground
Global Head of Stewardship

“We think Schroders’ credentials as one of
the largest global managers integrating ESG
into investment processes are demonstrated
by our engagement activities and thematic
research; some of which is highlighted in this 
report. portfolio companies increasingly take 
notice of what we say. As long-term stewards 
of our clients’ capital, we aim to engage 
constructively with companies on ESG issues, 
helping them manage their risks and, in turn, 
strive for better outcome for our clients.”
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Engagement
Highlights from the quarter 

A+ ranking from UN Principles for Responsible Investment
Schroders is delighted to have achieved the highest possible ESG score of A+ this year (up from A 
which was the highest possible score in 2014) for our overarching ESG practices. The UN pRI annual 
assessment rates and ranks investment managers of a similar size and comprehensively assesses their 
practices across asset classes. We believe this top score refl ects the great strides we have taken to 
improve transparency and strengthen the profi le of our ESG activities, particularly in the areas of ESG 
integration in our fi xed income process, and our company engagement – both areas where we have also 
achieved A+ scores. We are happy to provide copies of the full assessment to clients. 

Portfolio carbon footprinting – what it tells you and what it doesn’t 
portfolio carbon footprinting is emerging as a major tool in identifying a portfolio’s exposure to climate 
change risks, or its contribution to climate change (and its solutions). Our recent paper explores some of 
the challenges in collating the data behind a portfolio’s carbon footprint and how this topic may evolve in 
the future. 

Is climate change a threat to insurance-linked securities? 
Climate change is not just relevant to equities. Schroders collaborated with Dr. Christophe Etienne, a 
specialist in natural catastrophes, to assess whether climate change would have a negative impact on 
insurance-linked securities (IlS), a type of bond whose returns are linked to certain types of insurance. 
While the answer is not straightforward, our study found that climate change is only one of many 
elements that will shape the IlS market over the longer term, and will therefore have only marginal 
effects. This is partly because climate change is a gradual and long-term phenomenon, whereas IlS are 
typically short-term instruments. 

Schroders collaborates with CDP on deforestation 
As a member of CDp, we welcomed the opportunity to work collaboratively to produce a white paper 
exploring the issue of deforestation and soy. While we are encouraged that increasing numbers of 
companies are working towards reducing deforestation linked to palm oil in Indonesia, our report 
highlights that deforestation risk associated with soy has been overlooked by most companies. It is a 
material business risk, with soy widely present in global supply chains, either as feed for livestock or as 
a food ingredient. This paper allows investors to better understand the potential risks around regulation, 
increasing deforestation, and broader climate change risks associated with soy. 

CO2

Full reports available at www.schroderstalkingpoint.com/us



Against a backdrop of rising shareholder interest, our economists Keith Wade 
and marcus Jennings examine the effect of climate change on the global 
economy. The four papers are part of our wider efforts to rigorously 
assess the economic and fi nancial effects of ESG analysis on investment 
decision making.

Judging the impact of climate change is an extremely complex exercise, given 
the uncertainty about the degree of future global warming and its subsequent 
impact on global activity. There are clearly benefi ts and costs as the planet 
warms. There is also the unknown of how technological progress will respond 
and alter the path of global warming. Any assessment also involves taking a very 
long-run view, well beyond that normally used by fi nancial market participants. 

The academic community is leading the way in an attempt to encourage 
investors, advisers and governments to change their collective behaviour to 
mitigate the costs of global warming. Keith and team draw on this work in 
their papers:

Climate change and the global economy: growth and infl ation
We expect that the damage to capital stock and disruptions to labour supply will reduce productivity 
and economic activity. Infl ation is therefore likely to increase as production is curtailed, particularly in 
agriculture, further weakening real incomes and spending. 

Climate change and the global economy: quantifying the impacts
valuing the future loss in economic output attributable to climate change produces a range of 
estimates which vary according to views about when the tipping point into irreversible change is 
reached. This is anywhere between 2°C and 4°C of warming. In a worst case scenario, global 
warming could be seen to reduce GDp growth by over 1% a year between now and 2080.

Climate change and the global economy: regional effects
Developing countries are set to absorb most of the losses caused by climate change. Relying more 
heavily on climate sensitive sectors, such as agriculture and tourism, and having naturally warmer 
climates, they will experience the most serious effects on activity. 

Climate change and the global economy: the policy response
Effective policy responses will require collective recognition and action from all parties involved. 
Shareholders have a role, but any successful response will need to include market-based 
mechanisms such as carbon pricing and rising insurance costs to really alter behavior.
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Keith Wade
Global Economist 

“Rightly, there is a growing 
focus on the effects that 
economic activity will have on 
the environment. However, there 
is much less attention paid to 
the effects that the changing 
environment will have on 
economic activity. These papers 
are a fi rst stab at quantifying 
some of those impacts”
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Special topic
Climate change and the 
global economy



Our latest thematic research piece assesses emerging trends we think will cre-
ate headwinds for the food and beverage sector. We believe excessive sugar 
consumption and its contribution to a wide range of health problems, collectively 
known as metabolic syndrome, are central to this risk. Our research suggests that 
there are a number of similarities between the threat facing “Big Food” and the 
problems that Big Tobacco has wrestled with for years. 

Life looks less sweet for Big Food 
A growing global population accompanied by increasing rates of metabolic syndrome means that global 
healthcare costs are soaring. These healthcare costs, along with premature death and lower worker 
productivity, are threatening to act as a drag on global GDp growth. We believe that this environment 
raises a number of risks for the food and beverage sector. Consumer tastes and preferences are 
changing, with an increased focus on health and well-being. Big Food can respond to this through 
product reformulation and innovation, but this may result in pressure on margins through greater R&D 
spend. Regulatory risk is also changing. After decades of self regulation, the food industry is now facing 
increased scrutiny from regulators, a possible sugar tax and stricter labelling requirements. This has 
been driven by growing concern from public health bodies about the health implications of excessive 
sugar consumption, as well as pressure from governments facing increasing healthcare costs resulting 
from metabolic syndrome. 

The next Big Tobacco? 
In addition to changing consumer trends and increasing regulation, we believe the other big risk is 
litigation. Our research concludes that there are three catalysts that would need to be triggered before 
Big Food faces the same litigation risk as Big Tobacco. The fi rst two have already been activated 
through changing consumer trends and soaring healthcare costs. The fi nal catalyst in our view would be 
independent scientifi c evidence proving the link between sugar consumption and metabolic syndrome, 
thus establishing the liability of the makers of the relevant food products. Having reviewed a timeline 
of the tobacco sector since the 1950s, we have identifi ed several similarities between these emerging 
threats to Big Food and what has happened to Big Tobacco in the last 60 years. We conclude 
that scientifi c evidence proving product liability is the only barrier between Big Food and material 
litigation claims. 

Metabolic syndrome could shrink company margins 
Food and beverage companies can head off these threats by adapting their product portfolios. The 
opportunities for sector-leading, forward-thinking companies are therefore signifi cant. We are already 
seeing a polarisation between the sector’s winners and losers, with the growth in natural and organic 
foods up by 9% year on year1. But for the losers, the potential litigation costs, lower sales growth and 
required R&D investment could have a material impact on valuations over the medium term.

Elly Irving
ESG Analyst

“Big Food is facing the sort of 
threat Big Tobacco has been 
living under for decades. If 
certain catalysts are triggered, 
we believe a signifi cant part of 
the industry could see lower 
sales growth, asset write-downs 
and large-scale litigation”

Special topic
Could Big Food go the way 
of Big Tobacco? 

1 Bloomberg presentation on organic and natural products, as of April 2015.
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Special topic
The economic impact of El Niño – 
What the brokers say

This report collates some of the broker research that has been published about 
El Niño, the periodic warming of the pacifi c near South America, since it failed to 
materialise in 2014. This comes at a time when various meteorological offi ces from 
around the world are warning of a strengthening El Niño that is likely to persist into 
the spring of 2016.

Pacifi c states to be hit the hardest
Impacts of El Niño at a national level will vary. They are predominantly determined by the contribution of 
primary industries (e.g. agriculture and mining) to a country’s economy. The impacts of El Niño 
on these industries will affect a country’s infl ation and monetary policy. Based on what has 
happened before, though, the research suggests that the most vulnerable economies are the 
smaller pacifi c states.

A risk premium for commodities
most soft commodities, such as agricultural crops, have historically seen price changes as a result of El 
Niño events. In the future, the brokers see potentially the greatest impact being on palm oil, given the 
geographical concentration of its production in the pacifi c (though substitution to soy oil will temper this 
impact). The global production of other agricultural crops will lessen the price effects as production is 
not concentrated in one region, and this may reduce the impact of El Niño on the margins of companies 
operating in the food production chain. 

Nonetheless, it would appear that the consequences of El Niño tend to be under-appreciated by the 
market. In 2014, the pricing of soft commodities indicated that the market was only pricing in a 20% 
probability of El Niño occurring, even though meteorologists were putting the probability at 60 – 70%.

Agriculture and utilities: adopt the brace position
There are two main sectors that analysts consider likely to be most affected by El Niño: electricity 
generation (predominantly in South America) and agriculture (especially palm oil production). 

Retail sectors are likely to be hit to a lesser extent. Here unseasonable weather is likely to affect demand 
for seasonal products, whilst food price infl ation will benefi t food retailers. The brokers also mention 
other elements of the agricultural value chain, for example agricultural chemicals and those companies 
that will be exposed to higher agricultural commodity prices, potentially reducing their margins.
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Rick Stathers
Head of Responsible Investment

“Brokers expect the major 
impacts of El Niño to be on palm 
oil production and the economies 
of some pacifi c states. However, 
as one notes, ‘history has warned 
that we shouldn’t underestimate 
the infl uence of El Niño’ ”
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Case study

Engagement
GSK – moving on from 
recent challenges 

652 
Disciplinary cases for policy 
violations in China (from just 
48 in 2013). 
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Despite its historically strong reputation, GSK has faced a number of recent 
challenges – declining market share for key products, a profi t warning, R&D 
disappointments and well-publicised allegations of corruption in China. We have 
held regular ESG discussions with GSK, the latest being this quarter, to understand 
how it can move on from these experiences.

A closer look at corruption
A key focus has been strengthening of GSK’s anti-corruption systems – in particular how it applied its 
experience in China to other high-risk regions. 

In 2014, as part of the Chinese government’s clampdown on corruption, GSK was alleged to have 
bribed doctors and non-government healthcare offi cials to boost sales. Although China represented 
a small proportion of business, this high-profi le investigation threatened to tarnish GSK’s reputation in 
the region and raised concerns that strong anti-corruption standards were not being adhered to. The 
tangible consequences were a slump in third quarter 2014 sales in China and a RmB 3 billion (£300 
million) fi ne from the Chinese authorities. 

GSK responded by improving transparency, mounting an internal investigation and applying more rigour 
to its compliance systems. We welcomed subsequent disclosure that the number of disciplinary cases 
for policy violations in China had risen to 652 in 2014, from just 48 in 2013.

We learned from GSK that the China incident had sparked a risk-based review of other overseas regions 
to identify ‘heat maps’. We were disappointed not to see further detail and encouraged disclosure of 
code of conduct violations by region to help identify outliers. 

The right incentives?
Unfortunately, GSK is no stranger to encounters with authorities over sales and marketing practices. In 
2012, the company reached a “corporate integrity agreement” with the US Justice Department as part 
of a $3 billion settlement over “off-label marketing” practices. One step to improve marketing practices 
was to delink compensation of individual staff from volumes of sales, and apply greater focus to areas 
such as customer service. We have been monitoring the implementation of this programme, which was 
expanded by GSK to cover global sales forces.

We commend the company for attempting to change its relationship with doctors and customers for the 
better. GSK remains hopeful that peers will adopt similar compensation practices; while this would help allay 
critics’ fears over the program’s impacts on GSK sales, we believe such an industry change is unlikely.

Lots to be excited about... but further challenges remain 
Despite these setbacks, the company continues to lead the industry in areas such as widening access 
to medicines in emerging markets – and linking this to business opportunities. It has also pioneered an 
online industry platform for researchers to request data results from clinical trials.

Further, GSK’s next R&D conference promises to reveal more news about its early stage product 
pipeline. We continue to engage on ESG challenges, with current areas of focus including tax practices 
and executive remuneration.

For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.
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Undervalued terms
making headlines in Korea this quarter has been the controversial takeover by the construction to 
fashion group Cheil Industries of its sister company, Samsung C&T. The deal was vocally resisted by a 
number of shareholders, both in Korea and abroad. They argued that the terms undervalued Samsung 
C&T and would transfer billions of dollars in value to Cheil shareholders, particularly Samsung’s founding 
lee family, which has a 42% direct stake. 

The terms were 0.35 Cheil shares for every Samsung C&T share, valuing the target company at about $8 
billion. This represented a discount to Samsung C&T’s net asset value of up to 50% at a time when paper 
in Cheil had jumped to a signifi cant premium to net asset value following the announcement of the bid. 

Samsung C&T is one of South Korea’s leading construction companies, and also owns 4% of Samsung 
Electronics. But, while the lee family controls Samsung Electronics, it and its associates control just 14% 
of Samsung C&T. As a result, it was widely viewed as the Achilles heel in the family’s web of holdings. 

Despite the public opposition to the deal, all Samsung C&T treasury shares were sold to KCC (a 
separate industrial materials conglomerate), at a premium to the bid price – which diluted the voting 
rights of existing shareholders and raised further concerns about the fairness of the bid process. Elliott 
Advisors, a US activist fund manager, sought an injunction to protect the interests of Samsung C&T’s 
shareholders, but its application was rejected by the Korean court.

Tackling management
We engaged with Samsung C&T management on the valuation, logic and oversight of the merger. We 
were unable to gain reassurance on any of these issues, and therefore voted against the transaction. It 
was however narrowly approved by other shareholders, with a large minority of 25.8% voting against. 

Ahead of the vote we met Chi Hun Choi, the president & CEO of Samsung C&T, to discuss the proposed 
merger. We raised concerns about the valuation disparity between the two companies. We highlighted 
additional concerns about the likely level of synergies given the disparate nature of the groups’ activities. 
management argued that the combined entity would be a one-stop shop, where consumers would not 
only live in homes constructed by the company but also use their services and leisure business.

We probed how any perceived confl ict of interest with related parties would be handled, and sought 
reassurances that the rights of minority shareholders would be considered. We pushed for better 
disclosure of the process being followed, asking that confl icts be publicly disclosed and managed. The 
company confi rmed that its non-executive directors included the editor of a newspaper controlled by 
Cheil Industries. management acknowledged that the individual had not removed themselves from the 
board’s discussion of the bid, which would have been best practice in our view. management confi rmed 
that the board of the combined entity will include all directors from both sides. We requested that it 
consider the independence, expertise and diversity of board members in any combined business.

We will continue to engage directly and collectively with Korean companies and regulators to encourage 
better corporate governance standards in this market. 

Case study

Engagement
minding minorities at
Samsung C&T
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Samsung C&T treasury shares 
sold at a premium; diluting voting 
rights of shareholders and raising 
concerns about the fairness of 
the bid process. 

For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.
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As we were publishing this report, news broke that the US Environmental 
protection Agency (EpA) had issued volkswagen Group with a notice of violation 
of the US Clean Air Act. volkswagen subsequently admitted that a number of its 
diesel engines tested by the EpA between 2009 and 2015 included software that 
falsely enhanced emissions performance. 

Governance structure raises red fl ags
Whilst we have engaged with the company historically, our ability to be active owners has been 
restricted by the dual voting structure and absence of voting rights. In hindsight, we view the use of this 
“defeat device” software in vW vehicles as indicative of poor corporate governance. We believe that 
the low level of board independence, at 5% (i.e only one director not directly linked to the company’s 
controlling family or two major investors) has been a contributor to poor risk management and oversight. 
It explains why the company was so slow to respond to the fi rst evidence of manipulation back in 2014. 
Governance concerns remain, given that the chief fi nancial offi cer has recently been appointed as 
chairman and the CEO’s successor is being appointed from within the group. We therefore suggest that 
vW consider taking the following steps to strengthen its governance:

 – Board refreshment – the board’s effectiveness has been restricted by the lack of independent 
directors who are able to speak up about practices that may harm the company. The company 
should now appoint independent non-executives with a good understanding of risk management. 
Given the concentrated ownership structure with 85% of shares held by three parties, at least 15% 
of the board should be independent to represent minority shareholders, and that should include the 
chairman or a senior independent director. 

 – An independent audit committee – the company should ensure that the audit committee is free of 
confl icts of interest so it can exercise better oversight of the report and accounts, as well as the 
company’s adherence to good business ethics.

Business ethics are an additional concern 
The company was late to adopt a code of conduct to manage its business ethics. When it fi nally did so, 
there is insuffi cient evidence that it was communicated widely across the group. The company has also 
departed from best practice by employing the services of two ombudsmen rather than appointing an 
independent third party to handle whistleblowers. The low number of calls received and the absence of 
an anti-retaliation statement in the code of conduct may be one explanation as to why concerns were 
raised by a scientifi c research lobby group, the International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT), 
rather than a company insider. 

We are actively monitoring this developing situation and assessing the wider impact on the 
autos industry.

Case study

Engagement
volkswagen: Hazard lights on 
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For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.
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87
Asia

46
Europe37

North America

40
Rest of the world

101
UK

Shareholder
voting

Source: Schroders as of September 30, 2015. 
3 Includes withheld or unvoteable resolutions, for example due to shareblocking.

3.32%

89.67%

6.97%

Direction of 
votes 

this quarter

For

Against

Abstain

Other3

0.04%

22%20%

11%

3%

29%10%

5%

Reasons for 
votes against 

this quarter

Director related

Remuneration

Allocation of capital

Routine business

Shareholder proposals

Reorganisation 
and mergers

Other

We believe we have a responsibility to exercise our voting rights. We therefore evaluate voting issues on our investments and 
vote in line with our fi duciary responsibilities to clients. We vote on all resolutions unless we are restricted from doing so (e.g. 
as a result of shareblocking). This quarter we voted approximately 96% of all our holdings. The graphs below provide a 
breakdown of our voting activity from this quarter. 

Company meetings voted
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Engagement
in numbers

20%

16%

12%
11%

13%

9%

8%

6%

1%

3%

Engagement 
by sector

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Staples

Industrials

Financials

Materials

Energy

Information Technology

Healthcare

Telecoms

Utilities

25%

7%

17%

24%

17%
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3%

Engagement
type

One to one meeting

Group meeting

One to one call

Group call

Email

Collaborative engagement
(e.g. joint investor letter)

Other (e.g. letter)

Source: Schroders as of September 30, 2015.

Source: Schroders as of September 30, 2015.
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Regional engagement
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Our ESG team had 99 engagements this quarter with the 92 companies listed below, 
on a broad range of topics categorized under “environmental”, “social” and “governance”. 
They included one-to-one meetings, joint investor meetings, conferences, teleconferences, 
written correspondence and collaborative engagements. 

Company
engagement

Company Environment Social Governance

Consumer Discretionary

Alibaba ✓ ✓

Amazon ✓ ✓

Belle International ✓ ✓

Burberry ✓ ✓

Compass ✓ ✓

Debenhams ✓

Greene King ✓

Home Retail ✓ ✓

Husqvarna ✓

ITv ✓

Kering ✓

millennium & Copthorne Hotels ✓

panasonic ✓

pets at Home ✓

Suzuki motor ✓ ✓

YUm! Brands ✓ ✓
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For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.
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Company Environment Social Governance

Consumer Staples

BRF Brasil Foods ✓ ✓

Carrefour ✓ ✓

Casino ✓ ✓ ✓

Diageo ✓

Grupo Bimbo ✓

Imperial Tobacco ✓

Japan Tobacco ✓ ✓ ✓

premier Foods ✓

pZ Cussons ✓

Reckitt Benckiser ✓

Sanderson Farms ✓ ✓

Svenska Cellulosa ✓

Swedish match ✓

Tate & lyle ✓

Tesco ✓

Unilever ✓ ✓

Energy

Capital One ✓ ✓

Cenovus ✓ ✓

China life Insurance ✓ ✓

CNOOC ✓ ✓

Derwent london ✓

Company engagement
Continued...

For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.
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Company Environment Social Governance

Financials

Hargreaves lansdown   ✓

HSBC   ✓

Industrivarden   ✓

Investor AB   ✓

KBC  ✓ ✓

Kinnevik Investment   ✓

Nordea   ✓

petrochina ✓ ✓ ✓

Repsol ✓   

Royal Dutch Shell ✓ ✓ ✓

Sasol    

SINOpEC ✓ ✓ ✓

Suncor Energy ✓  ✓

Suncorp Group   ✓

Total ✓ ✓ ✓

Health Care

Fresenius medical Care   ✓

GSK  ✓ ✓

Novartis  ✓ ✓

Novo Nordisk  ✓  

United Health  ✓  

Zimmer Biomet  ✓  

Industrials

Agility  ✓  

Alfa laval   ✓

Assa Abloy   ✓

Company engagement
Continued...
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For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.
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Company Environment Social Governance

Industrials cont...

Intrum Justitia   ✓

Jiangsu Expressway  ✓ ✓

Kaman   ✓ 

Regus ✓ ✓  

Schneider Electric    ✓

SkyWest   ✓

Trelleborg   ✓

Yangzijiang Shipbuilding ✓  ✓

Information technology

Brocade Communications Systems   ✓

Hexagon   ✓

Kinsus Interconnect Technology ✓ ✓  

micro Focus   ✓

Nokia    ✓

Sepura   ✓

vantiv  ✓  

verisec   ✓  

Materials

BHp Billiton ✓ ✓  

BillerudKorsnäs   ✓

Boliden   ✓

Centerra Gold   ✓

Hexpol   ✓

REX American Resources ✓ ✓ ✓

Sibanye Gold ✓ ✓  

Continued...

Company engagement
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For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.
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Company engagement
Continued...
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For illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell shares.

Source: Schroders as of September 30, 2015.

Company Environment Social Governance

Materials cont...

South32 ✓ ✓ ✓

Syngenta   ✓

Teck Resources ✓ ✓  

Westlake Chemical ✓ ✓ ✓

Telecommunication Services

vodafone ✓

Utilities

Centrica ✓

Drax ✓

National Grid ✓
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78%

4%
9%

9%

Engagement progress
from Q3 2014

Achieved 

Almost

Some change

No change

Engagement
progress

This section reviews any progress on suggestions for change 
we made a year ago, in this case the third quarter of 2014. 
There are four possible results: “Achieved”, “Almost”, “Some 
Change” and “No Change”. Of a total number of 23 “change 
facilitation” requests made, we recorded two as Achieved, one 
as Almost, two as Some Change and 18 as No Change. 

The chart below shows the effectiveness of our engagement 
over a fi ve-year period. We recognise that any changes 
we have requested will take time to be implemented into a 
company’s business process. We therefore usually review 
requests for change 12 months after they have been made, 
and also review progress at a later date. This explains why 
there is a higher number of engagement successes from 
previous years. 

Source: Schroders as of September 30, 2015

Effectiveness of requests for change – 5 year period
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Our ESG Team
profi les

Jessica Ground 
Global Head of Stewardship 
Head of the team

Joined Schroders 1997

Seema Suchak 
ESG Analyst 
Healthcare, materials

Joined Schroders 2012

Richard Stathers 
Head of Responsible Investment 
Utilities, Telecoms, Climate change

Joined Schroders 2000

Sophie Rahm 
ESG Analyst 
Industrials, IT

Joined Schroders 2013

Daniel Veazey 
Corporate Governance Analyst
Corporate Governance

Joined Schroders 2004

Solange Le Jeune
ESG Analyst
Energy, Financials, Climate change

Joined Schroders 2011

Elly Irving
ESG Analyst 
Consumer goods and services

Joined Schroders 2014
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Important information: The views and opinions contained herein are those of the Responsible Investing team, and do not necessarily represent Schroder Investment 
Management North America Inc.’s house view. These views and opinions are subject to change. Companies/issuers/sectors mentioned are for illustrative purposes only and 
should not be viewed as a recommendation to buy/sell. This report is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any respect. The 
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legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Information herein has been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable but Schroder Investment management North America 
Inc. (SImNA) does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of facts obtained from third parties. Reliance should not be placed on the views 
and information in the document when taking individual investment and / or strategic decisions. The opinions stated in this document include some forecasted views. We believe that 
we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee that any forecasts or opinions will 
be realized. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact obtained from third parties. past performance is no guarantee of future results. PRI Rating: Schroders is an investment 
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